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Draw in his smile and teeth.

First, draw a peanut shape.

Add his hair and antennas. 

Now include his arms and legs.

     Have fun coloring in Philwap!

Add three oval eyes.

How to draw Philwap the alien using shapes, expressions, and color!

Using cylinders, draw the engines.

First, draw a long oval shape.

Add the stripes and details. 

Now include the wings.

     Have fun coloring in the spaceship!

Add the window dome and nose cap.

How to draw a spaceship using shapes, details, and color!

Draw in the arms.

First, draw half a sphere.

Add the antennas and details.

Now include the legs.

     Have fun coloring in Blip!

Add a head, mouth, and collar.

How to draw Blip using shapes, expressions, and color!

Draw the body.

First, draw a ghost-shape.

Add antennas, crown, and cape.

Now include the arms and legs.

     Color in the Martian Emperor!

Add the eyes and mouth.

How to draw a Martian Emperor using shapes, expressions, and color!
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• In Matthew Luhn’s 2nd book in the How to Draw Cartoons! series, learn to draw 
aliens, robots, space monsters, and space ships with his fun and easy style in 75 
pages of creativity with step-by-step lessons and projects.

• Learn tips and tricks to create cartoon expressions, how to use shapes to draw, 
and use imagination to create stories and characters.

• Matthew Luhn’s unique story format helps develops imagination, builds 
confidence, and inspires creativity.  

• Published by General’s® Art Press and printed on artist quality drawing paper 
in the USA at a certified green printing facility.
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Hi, I’m Matthew Luhn. When I was 
three years old I drew my first 
cartoon character, and haven’t 
stopped drawing since. I grew 
up in the San Francisco Bay 

area where my family has owned 
and operated Jeffrey’s Toys for 

three generations. My Mom and Dad 
supported my love of drawing, and today I 
work at Pixar Animation Studios near San 
Francisco where I have been helping to 
create animated stories and characters for 
over 20 years! I continue to share my love 
for drawing by teaching kids and adults all 
over the world, how they too can turn their 
doodles into cartoons.
MatthewLuhn.com
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